Trail of Breadcrumbs
Implementation Model

Have you and/or your teachers attended a TRAIL OF BREADCRUMBS training? Have you loved what you have implemented? Do you still have questions about how some of the strategies work in your classroom with your kids? Would you like to take the next step with TRAIL OF BREADCRUMBS training?

TRAIL OF BREADCRUMBS is now offering IMPLEMENTATION training for a school district or an individual school—you decide! A trainer with TRAIL will sit down and design a program specifically to fit your needs. The model includes a summer/early school year day of training with more days built into the school year to address your needs. For further details, take a look at our Workshop Presentation Menu.

As you start planning your staff development for the 2019-20 school year, consider developing a plan for writing instruction with us! We would love to work with you to design an in-depth program which will yield great results! Please contact dottiehall80@yahoo.com if you are interested in a consultation about our IMPLEMENTATION MODEL.